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Translation as pedagogy in colonial south India
Hephzibah Israel
School of Literatures, Languages and Cultures, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
ABSTRACT
This article focuses on the introduction of a new function for
translation in a changing context of formal language learning in
the Madras Presidency in nineteenth-century south India.
Amongst this region’s multiple languages, the article considers
language examination papers, examiners’ feedback, and
preparatory materials in Hindustani, Tamil and Telugu to
reconstruct two developments in relation to translation: first,
translation as pedagogy, introduced as a key mechanism in the
instruction and examination of languages, increased and made
visible the scope of translation beyond the literary context.
Second, competition based on translation abilities across
diverging professions in the colonial domain promoted greater
awareness of the changing distinctions between different
language registers and varieties within languages. Paying
attention to translation pedagogy undertaken for non-literary
purposes is thus important in expanding current understandings







Thomas Trautmann, in his introduction to The Madras School of Orientalism, calls for
further engagement with the multiple projects of language learning, comparative philol-
ogy and development of print that characterized scholarly activities at the College of Fort
St. George (henceforth FSG) in early nineteenth-century Madras in south India: “This
book is intended as an invitation to further research.… [on] topics the book was not
able to include” (2009, 21). This article responds to Trautmann’s “hope that others will
extend the beginning that we have made” (6) by focusing on translation as a pedagogical
tool. Building on his previous thesis (2006) that Francis Whyte Ellis first developed the
“Dravidian proof”1 within the scholarly networks of leading Indian and European scho-
lars at Madras’s FSG, Trautmann’s stimulating edited volume (2009) examines a range of
changes in language learning, textual cultures and writing practices in South India across
Tamil, Telugu, Sanskrit, Arabic, and Hindustani. Here, Trautmann and others convin-
cingly demonstrate that a new grammar-oriented language teaching and learning pro-
gramme developed at FSG, introducing significant transformation in these language
cultures. The presence of translation, translators, and translated works is frequently
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alluded to which feature as implicit threads that run through several chapters, but trans-
lation is not foregrounded or critically analysed as a key mechanism by which languages
were taught, learnt and examined for the first time. This article sets out to investigate the
function of translation that underpinned the new focus on grammar in the Madras Pre-
sidency.2 Its aim therefore does not lie in examining translations as end products, or in
comparing translations with source texts or other translations to arrive at an authentic
and uncorrupted “original” text or to serve philological study. Instead, its intention is
to draw attention to a new use for translation as an effective mechanism in a changing
language-learning environment, where it functioned as a tool to gauge not just language
proficiency across multiple language registers but also to evaluate an individual’s compe-
tency in various professional routes available in colonial south India. Candidates’ ability
to translate introduced new measures of competencies along various career paths. This
focus on an aspect of the cultural history of translation opens up current discussions
on translation in India, where predominantly literary translation alone is critically
engaged with when studying translation.
The principal languages of this region were Sanskrit, a classical language, associated
with north India and commonly referred to in south India as vatamoli (or northern
language) and two regional languages of south India, Tamil and Telugu3 which domi-
nated FSG scholarly activities in this period. While languages were not traditionally
acquired through translation in south India, it became the dominant mechanism for
language instruction, examination and systems of rewards from this period. There has
been some recent scholarly interest in bilingual education introduced in the colonial
period (Sridhar and Mishra 2017; Sengupta 2018; Vennela and Smith 2019) but none
take the role of translation into account in their analyses.
This article examines translation’s function as a pedagogical tool in serving different
colonial fields – administrative, military, educational and missionary – from the early
nineteenth century onwards. Bernard Cohn’s (1996, 16–56) “language as command”
argument highlighted that the appropriation of Indian languages worked to present
the British as rulers of India, where language teaching aids and manuals successfully con-
structed “the image of the Englishman in India as the one who commands, who knows
how to give orders and how to keep the natives in their proper place in the order of things
through practical, not classical, knowledge” (41). Cohn notes further that since “all
languages had a grammar, the commentaries on Indian languages could be turned
into tools to enable the sahibs to communicate their commands and gather information”
(53). As mentioned earlier, Trautmann (2009), other authors contributing to his volume
(including Venkatachalapathy and Raman) and Mantena (2005) develop this argument
in relation to Tamil and Telugu philology, specifically colonial re-workings of grammars
with a range of evidence drawn from or associated with FSG. While there is no doubt that
a command over the grammatical structures of Indian languages did indeed play a crucial
part in conceptualizing language as command for the British in India, this article argues
that this specialist knowledge of language grammars was repeatedly tested and proven
through translation. As I will elaborate later, this introduced new contexts where trans-
lation could be deployed and therefore presented a new function for translation in a mul-
tilingual context. Moreover, while the ability to translate accurately across languages
served as a means for primarily testing their knowledge of specific languages, more
importantly, translation presumed to be an “objective” pedagogical tool was used to
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ascertain the suitability of candidates as competent civil servants, teachers, surgeons, mis-
sionaries and church ordinands. Once translation was widely mobilized as a pedagogical
tool, it was available not only to the British but also to Indians who wished to progress
along similar career paths, as we shall see from the evidence relating to language teachers
and church ordinands.
Transitions in language learning
Before investigating the introduction of translation in language learning from the early nine-
teenth century, it would be appropriate to consider if and to what extent translation had
played a part until then within the south Indian educational system. Curiously – since this
appears to be an anomaly in themultilingual context of south India – translation did not tra-
ditionally function as a pedagogical tool in language learning. Evidence found so far indicates
that languages were learnt through immersive methods. The typical pattern of language
learning amongst the literati was that the high-caste (e.g. brahmin or vellala) boy learnt
the more colloquial registers of the vernacular, let us say Tamil or Telugu, at home until
he was seven or eight. He was then sent off to the local tin n aippallikkūtam (school run by
a single teacher), a Saivite mutt (monastery) or for one-to-one lessons with a pundit
(scholar) to learn Sanskrit and/or literary registers of Tamil or Telugu. From the pundit,
he learnt to memorize entire texts (starting with verse lexicons, then grammars, and
finally tackling literary or sacred texts) and repeat them orally with the correct pronuncia-
tions, inflections, and intonations. A significant component of study was memorizing gen-
erative rules, which lead to the formation of a correctly inflected word. When it came to
writing these texts down, he would use the Nagari or Grantha script to write the Sanskrit
text.4 Vocabulary would not always be a problem, either, because each vernacular language,
including Tamil and Telugu, had incorporatedmodified Sanskrit words. Themain challenge
might have been the grammar: both inflection and syntax. But the pundit would have
addressed this issue. Current evidence suggests that students were not expected to “translate”
between a known and newly acquired language but treated each language, Sanskrit, Tamil or
Telugu, as separate.5 This systemmaintained diglossia by offering intensive training to young
scholars in reading, reciting, and composing in the literary registers of either language.
Equally, distinction was maintained between the colloquial, domestic registers of languages
learnt at home and the high literary registers of the same languages learnt from the pundit.
The resultant diglossia continued well into the nineteenth century within the Madras Presi-
dency. Satthianadhan (1894) when reconstructing the history of education in the Madras
Presidency finds the British Collector of Bellary, A. D. Campbell’s report on indigenous
schools at the end of the eighteenth century “most valuable information”. Campbell com-
ments on the levels of diglossia between books in verse used in Telugu and Canarese
schools in the District and the distinctly different “dialect” used in conversation or business:
The alphabets of the two dialects are the same, and he who reads one, can read, but not under-
stand the other also. The natives therefore read these (to them unintelligible) books, to
acquire the power of reading letters in the common dialects of business, but the poetical is
quite different from the prose dialect which they speak and write. (in Satthianadhan 1894, 4)
Formal language learning was also open to youth below the higher brahminical or vellala
castes. Boys from lower castes (which at times included some Brahmin groups) too learnt
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at home or with teachers but tended not to progress to pundit status (scholars/poets).
While high-caste boys memorized lengthy verse thesauruses, grammars and literary
texts of high cultural value, boys belonging to other castes acquired more practical lin-
guistic skills for communication in administration and the courts. Velcheru Narayana
Rao (2004) distinguishes between the different language registers used by the academic,
orthodox Telugu pundit patronized by kings and the more politically shrewd and admin-
istratively-minded Telugu Karanam (the more secular “Niyogi” Brahmins): “The creden-
tials of a Karanam did not look impressive. The Karanam had no formal schooling worth
the name and no instruction from a learned guru… . The karanams learned how to write
Telugu prose from other karanams – the prose used in office business” (150). But as Nar-
ayana Rao later argues, they did have enormous influence in the running of smaller king-
doms and principalities: “[t]hey prided themselves in their multiple language skills, their
ability to read scripts of many languages, and above all their skill in calligraphy” (2016,
119). These multi-scribal skills of the Telugu karanams and Tamil Munshis also contrib-
uted to the multilingual terrain of the early nineteenth century. Raman (2012, 82),
however, notes the scorn with which “Cutcherry Tamil”, a polyglot variety of the
language associated with scribes, was “embodied in a new figure: the Tamil teacher, or
Tamil munshi”.
Nevertheless, despite the number of scholar-teachers well versed in more than one
language and its registers, and presumably able to teach their students new languages
through translation, it appears as if translation in much of south India was not concep-
tualized as a tool for the effective teaching and learning of languages. Hartmut Scharfe
points out that
Sanskrit grammatical terminology was used generously by some Tamil grammarians. But
even there, in the presence of authors with bilingual competence, there is no evidence of
instruction in the other language; the native Tamil speaker, if he happened to be a
brahmin, would have learned Sanskrit in his early school years, probably by the direct
methods, i.e. by listening and imitating. (2002, 311)
Other tools for language learning, such as bilingual dictionaries or grammars were far
fewer in number in south India in the pre-colonial era than in north India, where a
number of bilingual dictionaries and grammars were composed between Sanskrit and
Persian, including texts with parallel word lists between Urdu, Marathi or Gujarati
and Persian and Arabic between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries (Truschke
2012, 662). Although there was considerable movement of vocabulary and grammatical
rules between Tamil (or Telugu) and Sanskrit, each was taught separately, with the aid of
metrical thesauruses and grammars in each language. The akarāti in Tamil or Telugu,
offering a thematic lexicon in verse, operated very differently to the bilingual dictionary
premised on the concept of “equivalent translation” between two languages. Comment-
ing on sixteenth-century Telugu [and Tamil] dictionaries, “consisting of words author-
ized for poetry and… themselves written in verse”, Trautmann points out that they
“were composed not so that Telugu learners could find the meanings of words, but
rather so that Telugu speakers could determine the acceptability of words for the
writing of poetry” (2001, 395). This absence of translation in pedagogical methods, exem-
plified by the dearth of bilingual dictionaries in formal language teaching settings,
suggests that languages were not conceptualized as “equivalent” or “parallel” systems
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of signs (Mitchell 2005) that could be exchanged. This was also true in respect of attitudes
to different registers and varieties within each language. Israel (2011) and Raman (2012)
have examined nineteenth-century attitudes to “Cutcherry” or lower registers of Tamil
and Telugu, meant to function effectively within administrative offices and courts but
inadmissible or contested in literary and sacred contexts.
In the subcontinent, pundits, grammarians and poets had not emphasized translation
processes or products in terms of equivalence or accuracy to a source text. Instead, trans-
lation was conceptualized rather loosely as one amongst a diversity of literary practices
that drew on a range of existing textual traditions across languages offering opportunities
to display poetic genius. Tellingly, while Sascha Ebeling draws attention to the composite
workings of text memorization, modes of composition and the public performance of
texts as essential components of a “poet’s ability to compose verses himself or to
comment on other poets’ works” (2010, 85), he does not refer to translation as one of
these practices. However, more fluid forms of literary translations did exist, responding
to and repeating “initiating texts” (Israel 2019, 396), “re-accenting and possibly multi-
accenting” texts (Orsini 2018, 63) but not always theorized or critically commented on
in terms of whether equivalence is or ought to be achieved across languages. This is
despite strict and elaborate grammatical rules on how to incorporate individual words
from languages perceived as extraneous (for instance, Sanskrit into Tamil). An exception
lies with the key Tamil grammar, Tolkappiyam, from the third century BCE where unu-
sually translation is listed in a discussion on how different textual categories relate.
Nirmal Selvamony (2014, 178) points out that the Tolkappiyam distinguishes two cat-
egories of texts, where the secondary texts (valinūl) – ranging from compilation, expo-
sition, elaboration, synopsis and, significant for the discussion here, translation
(molipeyarttal) – are meant to be “based on the primary” (mutanūl) textual category. Sel-
vamony argues that although there are no clear instructions regarding faithfulness, there
is an expectation for secondary texts to be read in close relation to primary texts.
However, since sharper distinctions are not drawn between translation and other
forms of engaging with texts, there is space for a fluctuating range of textual engagements
with primary texts. Multilingual poets did not translate to always faithfully imitate for a
new linguistic community but instead to extend their literary repertoire. Here the
relationship between texts is multi-directional and polyvalent rather than linear,6 with
few accompanying instructions on how to theorize this relationship. Hence, it is possible
to argue that texts initiated long, multilingual, multi-textual and multi-modal repetitions
(including performances through dance or oral re-tellings, paintings and friezes) of a
theme or narrative which were not exact or equivalent copies, and as Brian Hatcher
(2017) maintains regarding the Bengali context, blurred lines between commentary, imi-
tation and translation.
However, this largely adaptable approach to translation in literary contexts was to
change in south India from at least the late eighteenth century. One of several factors
for this change can be attributed to alterations introduced in the way languages began
to be taught within colonial institutions from the late eighteenth-century onwards. For
translation to work as the rendering of “equivalences”, Lisa Mitchell (2005) has
argued, languages had to be considered at least in theory “equal” and “parallel”. Mitchell
(2005, 2009) contends that until the nineteenth century specific languages in south India
were associated with particular functions, tasks and social spaces (ranging from the ritual,
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courtly, judicial, to poet’s conventions, domestic or the marketplace).7 This changed by
the early twentieth century to a conceptualization of several equal languages, where “any-
thing that could be said in one language could be said equally effectively (if not as ele-
gantly) in any other language” (Mitchell 2009, 160). Far from translations being
experienced as new retellings of stories or topics already known to an audience,
English colonial officials saw translation as a way to convey information not yet
known to a new audience (182). Languages, Mitchell (2009) concludes, came to be under-
stood as discrete and autonomous, parallel objects of knowledge, divorced from context
and content, and as independent mediums which had important repercussions in devel-
oping linguistic identities in twentieth-century south India.
The comparative, philological study of Indian languages undertaken by European
scholars promoted such interest in translating across languages and grammatical struc-
tures in earnest. Trautmann (2006, 2009) has argued the importance of this new focus
on grammar and philological study in the development of the idea of “the Dravidian
proof”.8 Tamil or Telugu grammars, prescribing strict grammatical rules for usage,
had not traditionally been utilized for primary language learning, but used by established
scholars (Mitchell 2009), or were memorized to cultivate memory rather than to cultivate
languages and largely to “facilitate verse composition” (Raman 2012, 114–115). There
was a significant change at FSG where instead, “[l]anguage study at the College was
strongly oriented toward grammar, so that the head masters taught Sanskrit, Tamil,
Telugu, and English grammar to the Indian students” (Trautmann 2009, 9) aspiring to
train as language teachers, which shaped their own teaching of civil servants:
In many ways the Dravidian proof, to which they contributed, was the coming together, in
colonial Madras, of Indian, vyakarana-based grammatical knowledge of, at a minimum,
Sanskrit, Tamil and Telugu, and the historical orientation of the European language analysis
of the day. (9)
In the early decades of the nineteenth century, immersive language learning transitioned
to the grammar method, and was tested through translation, with important
consequences.
Translating on the career path
The notion that a good working knowledge of at least one of the languages of India was
important for British officers, civil servants and missionaries was advanced in several
contexts, including sometimes as a matter of policy, which for instance led to the insti-
tution of FSG. In the history of Christian missions, learning Indian languages to translate
and function effectively in the southern regions had an even longer history, with Jesuits
learning Tamil and Sanskrit from the sixteenth century (Zupanov 2005), and with
German Lutheran and British Protestant missionaries learning Tamil from the early
eighteenth century for the purpose of translating (Israel 2011). This interest widens to
other fields from the early nineteenth century. Trautmann (2006, 2009) has argued
that the activities of FSG set the groundwork for learning south Indian languages, even-
tually leading to the establishing of a “Madras School of Orientalism” that presented an
incipient challenge to the Calcutta School, and which was later fully developed into a
Dravidian linguistics by Robert Caldwell (1856). Several scholars focussing on the
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College’s significant role in developing Tamil philology and print history in this period
have likewise examined the intellectual and cultural importance of the College’s Tamil
headmasters and scholars, focusing on their social and ideological profiles (Venkatacha-
lapathy 2009), that they were in a position to decide which texts to teach British scholars
and civil servants (Ebeling 2009, 236), and which ones to edit, translate and print (Black-
burn 2003; Rajesh 2011, 2013). While they all draw attention to the translation activities
that the Tamil scholars engaged in, their interest lies primarily in how translation furth-
ered Tamil philology, Tamil textual and print histories and indigenous knowledge con-
struction. Taking this scholarship as its point of departure, this article contends that the
pursuit of commensurability through academic translation exercises and testing not only
introduced different ways of learning Indian languages but also instrumentalized trans-
lation for new pedagogical purposes, advancing newmeasures of competencies in a chan-
ging world, and ultimately promoted the problematic notion of translation as equivalent
rather than fluid transfer.
Preparing for civil service
As Trautmann (2006, 2009) has shown, the Court of Directors of the East India
Company, then governing significant territories in south India, decided in the early
1800s that British officers arriving in India should gain competent knowledge of at
least two Indian languages in order to be able to function effectively in the India Civil
Service. For this purpose, FSG was set up in 1812 in Madras following the model of
the College of Fort William established in Calcutta in 1800. Founded by Francis Ellis
of the Madras Civil Service, the college was set up to train East India Company
officials in “native languages”. There was increasing emphasis at the turn of the
century on the study of Indian languages at these first government colleges9 established
in India from the early nineteenth century onwards as primarily language-training insti-
tutions for fresh batches of British civil servants.
While each junior civil servant was expected to choose to study one of several regional
languages (Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada or Marathi) and one trans-regional
language, either Sanskrit, Hindustani, Persian or Arabic (Appendix 1833, 537) in the
early years of the College there are several references to the inability of the College
Board to appoint what they term “competent teachers” amongst the pundits. Amongst
“other defects in the present system of studying the native languages”, was listed “the
want of elementary books in the native dialects… [and] the want of competent teachers
in all the languages”.10 Given the enormous importance ascribed to Civil Servants’
acquiring Indian languages, it is surprising that the College did not invest further in
appointing competent teaching staff. Trautmann argues that
[t]his general lack of competence was due to poor pay and the uncertainty of employment
… The prospect of continuing to earn … [a] small pay was inversely proportional to their
exertions in teaching, for when the students became proficient in the language, the teachers
were dismissed and their pay came to an end. (2006, 124)
Although there is insufficient direct evidence from the early years of the College, it is
possible to conjecture from other contemporary sources and later reports on teacher
training that an “inability to translate”was often represented as a general “incompetence”
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of language teachers. For instance, European missionaries in various parts of India
claimed that the native pundits assisting them were incompetent and had first to be
taught what translation was before they could usefully be employed as language
experts in Bible translation projects (Israel 2011, 64–65). Peter Percival, employed
by the Madras Presidency College (which developed from FSG) to train school tea-
chers, reports that “In the lessons on translation I have been much struck with the
want of precision on the part of the pupils in giving equivalents in Tamil and
Telugu for words constantly occurring in their English studies” (Percival 1859,
320). Their inability to provide “equivalents” across languages well into the nineteenth
century tells us that translation was not yet widely considered a primary method for
teaching languages.
Despite these several misgivings regarding the competence of native pundits to teach
languages using translation methods and Trautmann’s (2006, 125) argument that “the
institution that the Government had created for language instruction was virtually
useless”, one can only assume that there were at least a handful of pundits who did
succeed in both teaching through translation and in translating textbooks. After all, we
would not have records from 1813 onwards of British junior civil servants successfully
passing language exams based on translation exercises had it not been for the ability
of some pundits at least to transition to these new teaching methods. Besides, their
growing translation and printing activities in the decades immediately after the founding
of the College, for which there is firmer evidence (Blackburn 2003), belies the claims of
the “incompetent” pundit. Apart from teaching languages at the College, the pundits
translated or composed bilingual texts in the various languages taught. Satthianadhan
(1894, 37) offers us evidence from the records made available to him by the Director
of Public Education of what was expected of teachers at the College: “Among the
duties proposed for the vernacular superintendent was the preparation and supervision
of translations of approved English works into the vernacular languages, and of the pub-
lication of an improved series of vernacular books”. This will have introduced the trans-
lation of texts for practical purposes as part of a new grammar-translation engagement
with language learning.
Published examination results of the FSG from 1814 onwards (in Examination Results
(ER) 1814–17) and up to at least 1845 show not only which languages students were
taught each year but that they were required to demonstrate their expertise in the
languages of their choice through their ability to translate. Junior civil servants were
expected to be able to translate from the Sanskrit or Hindustani and a regional language
such as Tamil or Telugu into English and vice versa. In final examinations they were
meant to complete exercises in translation in both directions and were set oral exercises
to interpret between languages: “In the Tamil examination, we directed the conversation
of the students to a variety of subjects either connected with the Revenue and Judicial
systems of administration of India, or having reference to common dealings and familiar
intercourse with the Natives” (ER 1815, 9). It appears from examiner comments that
while colloquial registers and dialects were accepted during oral examinations (in
response to the observed diglossia in social interactions), more formal and literary
styles were expected of written translations. Further, in the study of a second language,
“it is required … that the scholar should be able to read and translate papers of moderate
difficulty, and generally that he should be competent to transact in it public business” (ER
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1817, 36). It appears that translation exercises continued to feature in Civil Service exam-
inations for much of the nineteenth century.
From detailed reports on candidates taking language examinations at FSG, we can
reconstruct the significance translation held as a primary tool for testing language acqui-
sition. Year upon year from 1813 onwards, published bi-annual examination results
remark on approximately twenty officer’s ability to translate. This includes written trans-
lation exercises in both directions between an Indian language paired with English, as well
as oral translation exercises. For instance, “MrHarrington has somastered the principles of
Tamil … as will enable him to communicate freely with natives of all degrees of learning,
and largely to avail himself in his future official life of every source of information that may
offer to his enquiries” (ER 1815, 28). Oral translation exercises required extempore
responses. In the examiners’ remarks, there is a noticeable tension between the expectation
of fluent, idiomatic translation and a demonstration of the translated text’s “closeness” to
the set text. Inmost cases, it is those who translate with both “ease and correctness”who are
accorded the greatest accolade. A Mr Edward Bannerman “made an uncommonly rapid
advancement in Tamil” in the 1817 examination, which is evidenced in his
translation of a difficult Tamil paper into English … generally very accurate; the sense of a
few words only, and those not of frequent use, having been misunderstood. His version into
Tamil was very creditable, and in conversation, he was fluent, idiomatic and correct in no
ordinary degree (ER 1817, 37–38)
“Mr Thomas attempted a translation into Telugu, andMr DeMierre into Tamil, and their
performance evinced a knowledge of the construction of those languages, respectively
which is highly creditable to them” (ER 1814, 5). In the first assessment of 1815, the exam-
iners state, “[i]n the Tamil examination, we directed the conversation of the students to a
variety of subjects either connected with the Revenue and Judicial systems of adminis-
tration of India, or having reference to common dealings and familiar intercourse with
the Natives” (ER 1815, 9). This indicates the range of administrative systems across
which candidates were expected to perform, choosing the correct vocabulary and register
to suit each context. In translating into Hindustani, a Mr Elliot’s “exercises displayed a
great command of words and knowledge of the idiom, though in some passages he endea-
voured to adhere too closely to the original, and was thus betrayed into some idiomatic
improprieties” (The Asiatic Journal 1824, 201). These comments indicate that translation
was themain tool by which students’ command over grammar, vocabulary, and register in
each language was assessed. Moreover, translation functioned as a reliably “neutral”
testing mechanism, capable of producing consistent test results at each exam diet.
The translations undertaken, written or oral, were expected to be both accurate and
idiomatic, without any reflection on the apparent contradiction in such expectations,
although now more than familiar to the scholarly debate within the modern discipline
of translation studies. However, it is important to note that the category “idiomatic”
recurring in the evaluation of translation at FSG, indicates an expectation that examinees
recognize differences between written and oral registers within each language, as well as
respond in the correct register suited to specific hypothetical scenarios they were set.
While one candidate was able to interpret “with ease and fluency the most difficult
Cutchery paper”, another could converse “on all common subjects” but was found to
be “deficient in technical terms and idiomatic expressions” (ER 1815, 12). “Idiomatic
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translation” was thus a category mobilized to check officers’ ability to match specific
language registers to specific contexts of use.
Preparing for military service
Military officers too were required to demonstrate a knowledge of Indian languages
through translation competence since they commanded multilingual regiments compris-
ing Indian soldiers. Crowell (1990, 264–265) points out that although by 1837, language
qualifications had become “mandatory for staff employment”, with language textbooks
provided free of charge by FSG and a munshi appointed by each regiment, it is almost
impossible to judge the “effectiveness of this language study”. Nevertheless, it is interest-
ing to note that like civil servants, officers and surgeons in the Madras military establish-
ment were expected to prepare for examinations in the trans-regional Hindustani and
were tested by means of translation: they were to be trained in translating between ver-
nacular languages and dialects both in writing and in extempore spoken “orders”.
Edward Cox’s training manual, The Regimental Moonshi (1847, henceforth Moonshi),
intended primarily for instruction in the Madras Presidency, is a bilingual text enumer-
ating a variety of hypothetical scenarios that an army commanding or medical officer
may find himself in. It is worth noting that the Hindustani term munshi11 which
refers to the traditional figure of the language scribe (of lower social status than the
scholar-teacher) is replaced here by a translation manual entrusted with the task of train-
ing British officers. Cox (1847, iii–iv) starts with a set of regulations that clearly state the
importance of learning Indian languages for civil, military and medical officers and indi-
cates that the “course of Examination for each Class” involves translation: “Translating
from Hindoostanee, Tamil, or Teloogoo, into English, in writing… plainly written and
of easy style” as well as “translating extemporally [sic.] any paragraph from the Sections
of Standing Orders noted in the margin”. Officers preparing for examinations would have
had to navigate different scripts to translate phrases between the two languages, although
this is not commented on.
The 84-page long Part I of the Moonshi starts with a series of imperatives that an
officer may throw at his Indian subordinates in a variety of putative circumstances.
Some sixty-three pages with parallel Hindustani (in Arabic script) and English lines
read like a catechism, set questions followed by set responses, from everyday conversa-
tional exchanges involving ordering of meals, shopping, discussion of the character of
an underling, to imaginary medical examination interviews. Part II of theMoonshi, com-
prising templates for letter-writing and a manual for field and platoon exercises, appears
only in Hindustani in Arabic script, with the occasional footnote in English. Presumably
by this stage the student will have mastered sufficient Hindustani to read the Arabic
script, needing only culturally relevant explanations in footnotes. The text marks with
an asterisk all military “commands” (for instance, “fire”, “advance”) that were always
to be given only in English, although presented here in the Arabic script, in keeping
with the rest of the text. The presence of these English command words in the Hindustani
text hierarchically distinguish the role and status of each language in the military context.
The Moonshi ends with a 35-page bilingual “vocabulary of words in common use”,
arranged in the English alphabetical order. Each English entry is offered a Hindustani
equivalent in Roman and Arabic scripts, and in many cases, several Hindustani
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synonyms. Examinees would thus have had to negotiate multiple languages, scripts and
registers when preparing for this one language exam. This bilingual textbook, incorpor-
ating multiple scripts demonstrates the significance of the role written and oral trans-
lation came to play in identifying the right register of command over various
categories of “natives” – domestic servants, sepoys and medical patients.
Preparing for missionary service
The ChurchMissionary Society (CMS) archives reveal that translation exercises were also
integral to language examinations conducted for both its missionaries and ordinands.
Examination papers in Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam and Hindustani, uncannily parallel
the Civil Service examinations, including written and viva voce categories. Candidates
for the missionary examination were typically expected to translate portions of the
Bible, tracts, prayers, sermon, and letters to catechists (see Figures 1–3).12
A notification dated October 1862 states that aspiring chaplains in the Madras Presi-
dency wishing to work with the Church of England or Established Church of Scotland
were required to pass language examinations by proving their familiarity with both
written and spoken registers of the languages they had studied through written trans-
lation exercises and spoken dialogue with examiners and “with one or more
natives”.13 The Tamil (1852) and Malayalam (1855) examination papers clearly state
that while it was desirable for missionaries to “converse with” people in everyday settings,
they should not attempt to participate in public worship in church or read prayers “until
reported by one or two of the brethren sufficiently qualified in the language for this par-
ticular purpose”.14 The presence of colloquial registers of Tamil in the translated Bible
had already been a source of embarrassment and conflict since the late eighteenth
century (Israel 2011). Here again, we glimpse an effort to keep lower, “improper” regis-
ters of languages out of formal ritual settings, to lend Christian worship appropriate grav-
itas. Candidates were meant to indicate through their selection of fitting language
registers and idioms for preaching and in conversation, how they would distinguish
between “Christian” and “Heathen” natives, thus nuancing their linguistic interactions
further. These instructions strongly echo FSG committee recommendations for junior
civil servant and Cox’s rationale for preparing a manual for military officers and surgeons
discussed in the previous sections.
The CMS archives also contain entire examination scripts of six Indian ordinands from
the Bombay Presidency.15 Apart from being tested on church history, the Thirty-Nine
Articles of the Church of England, the church catechism, Prayer Book, and St. Paul’s epis-
tles in Greek, ordinands were expected to translate from Greek into English, and English
hymns, sermons and letters into Marathi and vice versa.16 Although similar examples of
ordinands taking examinations in the Madras Presidency have not yet come to light, it is
likely that CMS will have developed a uniform policy for Indians wishing to be ordained
in all the territories it was active in, including nineteenth-century Madras Presidency.
Translation once again features as a key mechanism by which Indian candidates too
are assessed in their suitability as ordinands. Such intensive training given to Indian ordi-
nands in translating different types of Christian literature suggests that the perception in
CMS circles at least was that true knowledge of the new faith and its scriptures could best
be acquired through the process of translating them. Commenting on the Bombay
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Presidency, Veena Naregal (2018, 198) has argued that translation was fundamental in
setting up social sciences in the Indian university system:
Translation … formed the very basis of the instructional method adopted for the other dis-
ciplines as well. Translation and colonial pedagogy thus worked through producing
Figure 1. Memorandum of Tamil Examination, for missionaries of the Church Missionary Society
(1852) comprising written and viva voce translation in both directions (CMS Archives, Cadbury
Research Library, University of Birmingham, CMS/B/OMS/C/I2/O 206/724).
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Figure 2. Memorandum of Teloogoo Examination, for missionaries of the Church Missionary Society
(1852) comprising written and viva voce translation in both directions (CMS Archives, Cadbury
Research Library, University of Birmingham, CMS/B/OMS/C/I2/O 206/724).
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persistent slippage between what was sought to be taught, the language through which it was
to be transmitted, and the new learning skills/subjectivity to be inculcated.
However, this was not aimed at Indian students alone, as Naregal suggests. At least
until the first half of the nineteenth century, it was a twin process. Testing through
repeated translation exercises provided the means by which to ascertain to what
extent either British or Indians could display precision of knowledge in a variety of
Figure 3. Memorandum of Malayalim [sic] Examination, for missionaries of the Church Missionary
Society (1855) comprising written and viva voce translation in both directions (CMS Archives,
Cadbury Research Library, University of Birmingham, CMS/B/OMS/C/I2/O 206/724).
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fields, through their selection and use of specific language registers deemed appropri-
ate for each context.
Translation rewards
Civil servants who passed language examinations with credit could look forward to a
number of awards that were granted, from monetary prizes, to lucrative posts in the
Company’s Public, Judicial and Revenue Departments as well as to high profile pro-
motions within the Indian Civil Service. The “Proclamation” of the College (May 1,
1812) stated:
A reward of 1,000 pagodas will be granted to every student whom the Board of Superinten-
dence may report as having acquired a competent knowledge of Sanscrit, or as being
qualified to transact public business, without the aid of an interpreter, in any one of these
languages, viz. Tamil, Teloogoo, Canari, or Malayalim. (Appendix 1833, 606)
The more accurate the translation, the higher the candidate’s performance was deemed,
and greater the reward. For instance, the result of the second examination for the year
1817 of the junior Civil Servants attached to the College reports on the achievements
of two of its students:
… their translations exhibit an intimate acquaintance with the structure and idiom of these
languages, in which they converse with great propriety and correctness on any subject. We
beg leave to report them qualified for employment in the public service; and in recommend-
ing them to the favourable consideration of the Government, we submit that each of them
has made good his claim to the honorary donation of 1000 Pagodas. (ER, 1817, 42)
The ability to “translate” between the several languages was, therefore, key to government
posts and higher salaries.17 In fact, candidates were ranked according to their translation
abilities into the first, second or third class and their monthly salary reflected the category
in which they were placed at 100, 75 or 50 pagodas.18 Rewards also included honorary
medals and additional allowances. For instance, some candidates of the 1827 examin-
ation, such as, Anderson who stood first in Telugu with “creditable translations” and
also qualified in Sanskrit within twelve months of joining the College and Thomas
who did equally well translating from a Tamil text of “more than ordinary difficulty”
(his translation into Tamil was “throughout such as a native, unacquainted with
English could comprehend”) were considered in the College Report “to be eminently
qualified to transact public business, and to have satisfactorily established their claim
to the honorary reward of Rupees 3,500” each (Bannerman 1828, 233). Conversely,
not being able to translate their way through examination exercises often meant immedi-
ate monetary repercussions, “rustication” and a reduction of responsibilities in the
Company, which did not bode well for their future careers (Appendix 1833, 538).
Besides civil servants, military officers and chaplains too were offered pecuniary
rewards: “Every Chaplain …who may pass a satisfactory examination in two of the
languages abovementioned … shall receive an honorary reward of Rupees 1,000.”19
There was an important rationale underlying this system of rewards and penalties. Colo-
nial policy was based on the conviction that an ability to converse directly with Indians
and being “qualified to transact public business without any aid from an interpreter in
one language” (Appendix 1833, 538) across various professions was essential for the
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transaction of any business, civil, military or spiritual. This policy may have been further
fostered by the belief that Indians were incapable of conceptually understanding faithful-
ness in translation, made incompetent translators or worse, were untrustworthy
interpreters who deliberately sabotaged source texts and the translation process.
Conclusion
How can we interpret these different language examination materials that relied so
heavily on the efficacy of the translation process? Tejaswani Niranjana (1999, 21) high-
lighted translation as “a significant technology of colonial domination” through her
deconstruction of hegemonic colonial translations. This article opens up the colonial
domination argument by detailing the instrumentalization of translation in South
India’s multilingual context in the first half of the nineteenth century, and the multiple
repercussions this had. Despite a complex multilingual cultural history, which had
entailed translation across multiple languages, genres and writing traditions, the ability
to translate had not featured until then in south India as an important criterion by
which to learn languages or to measure competence in any professional field, including
the literary. Authors of what we may now consider translations were celebrated foremost
as poets rather than translators. On the one hand, Trautmann (2001, 379) has argued that
interaction between European and Indian scholars began a “conversation between Indian
and European traditions of studying language” and that it was a “site of a breakthrough
moment” in philology, “for India had a tradition of language study that was far in
advance of that of Europe, and had reached an astonishing state of sophistication very
early on”. On the other, the development of the “grammar-translation” approach in
language teaching in nineteenth-century Britain is well-documented in most histories
of language teaching.20 The coming together of these two approaches to studying
languages in early-nineteenth century Madras introduced a new function for translation
in south India that had held little currency until then.
Comparing the previous Islamicate knowledge system of the Mughals with that of the
British colonial system, Blain Auer (2018, 44) draws “a contrast between translation as
transmission of knowledge and translation as standardization and language study”,
with the latter, in his opinion, working in the service of nationalism and colonialism.
At first glance, the effects of British colonial use of translation does seem preoccupied
merely with standardization and language study, but a fuller consideration of primary
sources reveals debates and policies put in place for a much deeper engagement with
translation as transmission of knowledge. Cohn (1996), Trautmann (2009) and others
have shown that language-learning at this point was portrayed as the foundation on
which effective governance of Indians was erected but as this article has argued, the prin-
cipal mode of demonstrating that mastery of Indian languages was through translation.
Venkatachalapathy (2009, 119) has made the case that it is “a grasp of the structure of
language, as exemplified in grammar, which transforms ‘the command of language
into the language of command’” but his analysis, and Cohn’s (1996) earlier argument,
can be extended to include the ability to translate as a mechanism that proved in practical
and visible terms the ability of civil servants or military officers to transform “command
of language” into the “language of command”. Civil servants, military officers and sur-
geons were ranked according to their ability to translate between languages and their
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ability to distinguish between language registers within a language. The evaluation of
these officers’ ability to govern depended, amongst other factors, on their ability to trans-
late accurately and idiomatically, paying careful attention to differences in register and
dialect. Equally, when missionaries and ordinands displayed expertise in translating
accurately, that is, in distinguishing between the written and spoken or between
various language registers, they did not prove translation competence as much as their
ability as church ministers to effectively govern their parishioners’ spiritual lives.
Translation as a formal pedagogical tool for learning languages, serving to effectively
teach and examine candidates in a variety of fields of knowledge – from language acqui-
sition for administrative purposes to training for effective communication in the military,
medical or missionary fields – had important consequences in south India. Whatever the
present debate on the efficacy of translation in language learning, in early-nineteenth-
century British territories of South India, there was apparently little uncertainty in imper-
ial circles at least regarding its value as a pedagogical tool in learning new languages and
as a testing mechanism in language examinations. None of the documents recording
examination results comment critically on the efficacy of translation as a transparent
testing mechanism. The ability to translate was promoted unreflexively as an “objective”
and “neutral” tool, serving to separate those who could translate “accurately” and “idio-
matically” from those who could not, to measure competency in a number of professions
unrelated to literary writing. Importantly, in all three instances, candidates were expected
to successfully translate texts and interpret spoken dialogue, proving their ability to dis-
tinguish between written and spoken registers. Despite no established standards for
measuring either accuracy or idiomatic choice or proof that translating between a
language pair did indeed produce effective colonial administrators, military officers or
church ministers, translation was perceived as offering a deceptively transparent, practi-
cal and powerful mechanism by which young men, British and Indian, could be selected
and progress within new structures of powerful colonial institutions. Although no evalu-
ation of translation as an effective measure was conducted, and as has been shown so far,
expectations of accuracy remained entangled with more fluid forms of translation, it was
the notion of translation as faithful transfer of meaning that was emphasized and popu-
larized in south India from then on.
In a period characterized by rapid linguistic change in south India, translation served
to refract languages along a vertical continuum within each language, as much as facili-
tate moves across languages increasingly perceived as “parallel” along a horizontal axis.
Translation as pedagogy functioned to clarify and maintain distinctions between the
various registers, introducing new ways of navigating a social order that was by this
time mutating in its multilingual make-up in response to wider cultural changes. The
ability to select an appropriate register in each Indian language, matched with suitable
vocabulary to distinguish between written (the high literary), administrative (the
humble “cutcherry”), church ritual (new but respectable prose and verse) and spoken
(the colloquial oral) registers brought a self-conscious pragmatism to translation in a
variety of professional fields that elide the current scholarly preoccupation with aesthetic
considerations of high-value poetry in “fluid” translation. Rather than arguing that pre-
colonial fluid or creative conceptualizations of translations changed to “faithful trans-
lation”, this article highlights the importance of studying the fluctuating functions of
translation over time. Paying attention to translation undertaken for non-literary
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purposes is important in expanding present understandings of how translation has his-
torically functioned in South Asia and to what extent it served to maintain, intermingle
or challenge linguistic registers and varieties. Further, such instances of translation in
cultural history also have the potential to contribute to more nuanced insights into chan-
ging perceptions of the role of translation in language-learning beyond South Asia. One
avenue for further exploration is to investigate whether translation-based assessment
regimes of language learning that were elaborated and tested in relation to South
Asian languages impacted attitudes to translation in language-learning and testing in
imperial Britain from the late nineteenth-century onwards. However, a study of such
“blow-back” effects is best undertaken on another occasion.
Notes
1. Trautmann (1999, 2006) first proposed and developed the overarching term “Dravidian
proof” to denote Ellis’ scholarship on and argument that the languages of south India
were historically related to each other as a distinct language family not derived from Sanskrit
as had until then been believed by eighteenth-century, Calcutta-based Orientalist scholars.
2. An administrative sub-division or province of British India that included much of south
India, with the emerging port “city” of Madras as its winter capital.
3. Both are regional languages with long literary traditions. They have distinct scripts and
largely different grammars and vocabulary. Centuries of co-existing with Sanskrit
however meant that there had been a fair amount of mutual transfer.
4. Except that in the Tamil context, Sanskrit needs extra characters that are not used in Tamil
and Tamil uses some characters that are not used in Sanskrit.
5. I thank Dermot Killingley for confirming this.
6. Bassnett and Trivedi (1999) use the image of the “banyan tree” to characterize such multi-
valent relations between texts.
7. See Vatuk (2009) for languages used by the Tamil Muslim community; and Mitchell (2005,
2009) for the Telugu context.
8. See also Venkatachalapathy, Ebeling and Raman in Trautmann (2009).
9. In 1806, an East India College was set up in Haileybury with the intention of offering train-
ing to prospective candidates in “Oriental languages” as part of their education in Britain
before they travelled to India. When the College of Fort St. George was set up six years
later, Haileybury continued to function in parallel.
10. Letter from Madras, 10th January 1812. In Appendix 1833, 603.
11. For a detailed analysis of the nature and changing status of the munshi in south India, please
see Raman (2012).
12. Memorandum of Tamil Examination for Missionaries of the C. M. Society (1852), Memor-
andum of Teloogoo Examination for Missionaries of the C. M. Society (1852) and Memor-
andum of Malayalim Examination for Missionaries of the C. M. Society 1855, CMS/B/OMS/
C/I2/O 206/723.
13. Rules for the Examination of Chaplains (1870, 284).
14. Ibid.
15. An administrative subdivision of British India located in Western India, with Bombay as its
capital.
16. Examination papers of six Indian catechists in training, dated October 1850. Unpublished
manuscript. CMS archives, University of Birmingham, CMS/C I3 061 346 E.
17. “We entirely concur in the propriety of the Rule proposed by your president that no Servant
of the Company shall be appointed to the Offices of a Collector or judge until he is reported
by a Committee, which we trust will be strict in its examinations, to have made a proficiency
in one at least of the Native Languages” (Madras Despatches, 1805, IOR/E/4/896).
18 H. ISRAEL
18. Examination Results, December 1814; Proclamation by the Madras Government, 1st May,
1812 in Appendix 1833, 606–607.
19. Rules for the Examination of Chaplains (1870, 285).
20. For a comprehensive overview of the main recent research, see McLelland (2018).
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